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Foreword to edition 2

Not yet ready to commit to an agency?
Rightly so.

Imagine you are handing over your time, money and attention, hoping for
results that propell your business forward. Instead, you get draining meetings,
exploding costs from deceptive pricing conditions and results that require
another agency to fix them.

You don’t believe that this is how some agencies go about their business? As
a young agency, we didn’t either and it would have felt like a cheap marketer
move to spin narratives around sub-par agency work out of thin air just to
make a point and sell our own service.

But three years ago, one of the biggest agencies on the planet, Accenture,
had a lawsuit1 filed against them that showcased their greed and audacity.
This lawsuit gave us proof of poor agency work from even the biggest
players, it wasn’t anymore just just stories we heard.

It can be hard to assess the level of quality you’re up against. It’s not
enough to look for a portfolio with big names, so finding the right agency
can be a tricky task.

Considering that you might be about to make an investment into your digital
performance for years to come, we want you to know about nine criteria to
look for when hiring an agency – including our own best practice.

8th of June 2022, from the Founders of Growintoflow
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Executive Director & Web Designer Marketing Director & Copywriter
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Summary
This guide should be a fun and informative read, but should you be short on
time and need your agency criteria right now, here’s a quick summary about
which questions to ask in assessing the quality of agency work:

1 – Do they build on a stable foundation? 5
Find an agency that is building stable digital architectures on fast
servers that allow you to scale your business, using next-
generation pagebuilders instead of wordpress-based plugin-
jungles.

2 – Do they go beyond beautiful design? 7
Find an agency that masters technology, communication and
strategy all at once.

3 – Do they have a system to create visual consistency? 9
Find an agency that uses a adaptable design system to quickly
create consistent websites while being flexible to changes in the
process.

4 – Are they fit in remote collaboration? 11
Find an agency that uses modern tools to make remote agency-
client-collaboration effective, time-saving and enjoyable.

5 – Do they test their results with customers? 13
Find an agency that keeps their expertise up to date with the
humility to test their assumptions with real customers.
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6 – Are they up-to-date about data security? 16
Find an agency that knows about current legal frameworks and
which tools they are allowed to use.

7 – Do they run a fair pricing model? 20
Find an agency that doesn't run on exploding costs as soon as
you have a contract – and instead chooses fair play with fair pay.

8 – Do you carry all the risk? 23
Find an agency that is willing to take some degree of risk from
you. If they aren’t, look elsewhere.

9 – Does it feel right? 24
Find an agency that you share a mission with and that feels right
to you. Listen to your gut.

Next steps 27

Resources 28

About Growintoflow 29
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Do they build on a stable foundation?
About 43%2 of all the websites online are built with Wordpress. Should yours
be aswell?

Well, are you a personal blogger? Because that’s who Wordpress was
originally designed to serve. As time went on, Wordpress grew to be the
number one Content Management System (CMS) with themes and page
builders like Elementor, Divi and Oxygen based on it.

Don’t get us wrong, these are good page builders – we worked with all of
them before. But whatever the original Wordpress system didn’t do, then got
added as one of
hundreds of
extensions and
plugins, often creating
compatibility problems in
the process.

Ask any web admin how they
feel about updating Wordpress
with a plugin-jungle on top. It’s
like mixing hazardous chemicals
without safety goggles.

Now, does broken code
represent your business and
sell your products?
As a business builder or manager,
it's very unlikely that a system
developed for personal bloggers will fulfill your needs for a high performance
website that serves your customers 24/7.
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How we do it?
Out of professional diligence, we have
decided to exclusively use Webflow3 and
other high performance systems to build
robust websites on fast and secure servers
that you can scale to any level you want.
With clean code running in the
background, we haven’t seen any
downtime yet, backups are being
generated automatically and
you won’t be bothered
with any plugin update ever.

Don’t ponder selecting servers by affordability. According to data from
Google4, page load above three seconds shows high bounce rates.
People are not patient on the internet.

Plans around larger scale eCommerce can be realized by a lean Webflow-
Shopify-integration. It’s easy to scale your business digitally by translating
your page into multiple languages, expanding into new markets and getting
more visitors.

Executive Summary #1

Find an agency that is building stable digital architectures on fast servers
that allow you to scale your business, using next-generation pagebuilders
instead of wordpress-based plugin-jungles.
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Do they go beyond beautiful design?
Many people in agencies have a background in either programming/
development or design: Developers are prone to translate beautiful sketches
badly into finished »designs«. Missing a trained eye for it, they’re instead
crushing it in questions around technology.

Designers in turn, just as writers, often have trouble on the technical side of
things, as their job is communication. They’ll get your message just right, but
struggle with plugin integration. The developer is on the lookout for function,
the communicator for expression and beauty, and very few truly combine both
at a mastery level.

Now that we’re on it, there’s something else missing. You can’t just develop,
design and write into empty space, there needs to be a strategy behind
the actions: What’s the goal and how do we get there?

Sure, your website has to be compelling to the visitor, but it also has to
perform on the technical level and measurably deliver on your goals. It’s not
the easiest task to find a team of people that synchronize their skills well and
have mastered technology, communication and strategy alike.
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How do we do it?
First things first: We start by defining strategy
with you. Let’s translate your mission into
actionable steps towards clear goals.
How will growth be measured? We like to
create a performance dashboard here,
confronting us with reality: What is and
what should be?

You get to decide:
What does success look like to you?
More customers? More revenue? More
free time at the beach with your kids? Or
simply more views on your blog and more
newsletter subscribers?

Be it prospecting, list-building or product sales, we like to have your website
getting stuff off your table and delivering on your goals – making your life
easier, not just being pretty. Therefore, when creating a visually compelling
website with effective copywriting, we will always circle back to strategy.

Responsive design makes sure your offer can shine in all resolutions
between smartphone and laptop screen. As soon as your website goes live,
analytics will run in the background, enabling you to later analyse user data
to iterate and optimize your web presence over time.

This allows to keep track of dashboard metrics and see wether the strategic
course is being kept or needs to be optimized. Communicating the essence
of your business, we leverage technology to realize your strategy.

Executive Summary #2

Find an agency that masters technology, communication and strategy
all at once.
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Do they have a system to create
visual consistency?
Your company could be the most compelling pioneering venture in history
– if your web presence doesn’t manage to portray that in the 21st century, real
world resonance will very likely suffer.

We can’t help it: We all use surface data to gain insight in what might be
underneath, trying to judge the inside from what we see on the outside. Your
page design could be super neat, squiggles and all. But if it’s missing any
consistency with other pages, people will subconsciously connect this
inconsistency to your brand.

Such inconsistency could stem from said disalignment of designers and
developers, with designers producing their style guides in Adobe Photoshop
or InDesign, not synchronized at all with the actual development of
the website.

This was one of Hertz’ major pains with Accenture, as Accenture repeatedly
produced static PDF style guides1 when they were asked for an
interactive guide.

9
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How do we do it?
We are working with our own pre-built templates as part of a adaptable
design system, an interactive and responsive version of what you may know
as a visual style guide. Without a lot of warm-up it is fully adaptable to your
corporate design and responsive on all devices.

These templates create a feeling of consistency, while their adaptable nature
delivers the flexibility sometimes needed. Adding pages and implementing
changes works quickly without sacrificing consistency.

Should you want to modify your brand design, with a working design system
every change will be global. That means that every element that shares the
same .css-class on the website will be updated, our favourite way to bridge
tech and design.

A great design system combines the consistency that your brand depends on
with the speed that your business requires. Once you have a design system
that works for you, you can apply it way beyond your website in your brand
book, whitepapers or annual reports.

Executive Summary #3

Find an agency that uses a adaptable design system to quickly create
consistent websites while being flexible to changes in the process.
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Are they fit in remote collaboration?
It’s quite a recipe for draining your time and energy if your agency doesn’t
have the right remote collaboration tools.

If their solution is to accumulate messy email threads (or, worse, not pay
attention to your feedback at all), these might not be the right »professionals«
for you – unless that’s honey to your masochistic streak.

We are living in times of incredible software advancement and if your agency
doesn’t provide lean solutions for remote work and smooth feedback loops,
they haven’t done their homework.

How do we do it?
After interviewing you on your ideas and requirements, we quickly build a raw
to medium roasted prototype using tools like Sketch Teams, Figma or Notion
to agree on the broad strokes of your web presence. You’re into Adobe XD
or Envision? Sure, let’s go with those.

It’s about you being able to deliver your feedback before anything will be
implemented on the web, tweaking the seed before it blooms. As soon as
we’re building your website, we’ll use a tool to put digital sticky notes right
on the developer-page.

In other words? You can let us know about your degree of delight or despair
in real time without being rushed by a meeting timeframe. Sit down with a cup
of tea, get comfortable and deliver live-feedback on a website that grows to
be truly yours.
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It seems to work: One of our clients with 30 years of experience with agencies
thought that our way of remote collaboration stood out:

»We almost entirely worked online.
This works with video calls and live-feedback. These guys have remote
work figured out, I didn't know it could go that smoothly.

The real-time customization in meetings was exiting. Feedback got
implemented on the live site right away and led to a smooth final sprint
toward project completion.

Right now, the landing page speeds up our work significantly and our
sales team uses it daily.«

– Stefan Endlweber, CEO of Baukom Group

Executive Summary #4

Find an agency that uses modern tools to make remote agency-client-
collaboration effective, time-saving and enjoyable.
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Do they test their results with customers?
Even if your agency had decent success using their methods, getting some
big names to adorn their website and even winning awards – no jury, award
or product manager knows what people really want. That’s really up to
your customers.

When you’re not testing for user experience, you won’t gain any new
knowledge in an evolving landscape. Sure, there are some timeless principles,
but there’s also the need for constant feedback.

It might not show within the next month, but over a multi-year timeframe,
sleeping on testing is likely to have a negative effect on your digital
performance. Don’t leave money on the table.

»You will learn more in a day talking to customers than a week of
brainstorming, a month of watching competitors or a year of
market research«

– Aaron Levie, CEO of Box

As soon as you’re sporting a stable digital system, patiently test and iterate
your page toward a better customer experience. It’s a better idea for both
results and costs than doing grand million-dollar-relaunches with a hefty
scope of ultimately failing complexity – like Hertz’ story with Accenture.
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How do we do it?
While there’s certainly more than two ways to test, we want to take the time to
showcase two particularly effective and resource-friendly ways to do so.

1. Qualitative Testing with UX Interviews
When iterating a product to market-fit, how many interviews would you run
in order to spot the most important user experience problems?

According to research by the Nielsen-Norman-Group, the world leader in
research-based user experience, roughly 85% of problems with complex
products like a website had been found after just five interviews9.

After this number, ROI dropped like stone as they were entering an area of
diminishing returns, only reaffirming what the first interviews already
brought up. By fixing the 85% and running another round of five, they
progressed much faster with less resources.

If you do it right, 15 testers can be more effective than 150. Yes, you
heard that right. An agile mindset and quick feedback cycles can save you
a lot of time and money while producing better results:
products that people actually understand and want.

2. Quantitative Data with A/B-Splittesting
Unsure wether one of two ideas work better? Do an A/B-Splittest,
presenting two different versions of your page 50/50 to your visitors and
running analytics in the background to assess user behaviour. This time,
it’s a numbers game – quite a number of visitors are needed to gain
significant insights.

As your visitors only give feedback through their unobserved actions, this
approach is best suited to assess wether something affects people on a
largely subconscious level.

Does a specific element repell some visitors, leading to an increased
bouce rate? What type of headline pulls readers into your landing page?
What button performs better for a specific audience?

A/B-Splittesting can give answers to all of those.

14
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By simply recognizing the value that testers can bring to your product and
marketing, you are set to outperform those that don’t test.

This might sound like a big promise, but a simple change of approach can
yield high rewards. To get an edge in modern markets, you don’t need the
largest venture capital numbers ever, extraordinary technology or some occult
secret sauce – all you need is some humility to develop a testing mindset.

There’s a wide array of testing possibilities to pick from, so pick any… but
start testing. The insights will stick with you.

Executive Summary #5

Find an agency that keeps their expertise up to date with the humility to
test their assumptions with real customers.
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Are they up-to-date about data security?
Alright, let’s get through this quickly.

Disclaimer: This is not legal advice, just our own research.

Not the most exciting topic, but in order to find an agency giving you a stable
tailwind instead of burying legal land mines in your backyard, proactively
check for their scrutiny around data security and compliance with the
latest version of the European GDPR.

Over the last years, we saw growing privacy violation penalties for major
global players like WhatsApp (€225M) and Amazon (€746M). Not your
business? Well, smaller companies also quite often5 surpass double digit
millions. Might still be an unlikely penalty scope for you, but do you want to
risk any million over data security?

We thought so, so let’s take a minute to cover four particularly important
pieces of legal consideration:

1. Google Analytics
The French government has declared Google Analytics illegal to use6
within the French legal framework. Acts like this all too often set
precendence for other countries to follow suit, so an agency still
working with Google Analytics should be monitoring this is.
Should an ethical business use it at all? That up for you to decide. If your
agency still does, they should do so with IP-anonymization at the very
least.

2. Lead Magnets
The term lead magnet describes the exchange of an email adress for a
content offer like a free ebook or whitepaper. According to Article 77, §4 of
the GDPR, data must be given freely and not be linked to the
conclusion of a contract. This so-called coupling ban makes it illegal to
demand someone’s data when not neccessary for the process. Out of
defiance or ignorance, many people still take the risk and use them to
grow their mailing list.
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3. Opt-In
In order for your mailing list to be legally bullet-proof, you need to get a
dedicated sign-up affirmation from your new list members. Why? This isn’t
explicitly part of the GDPR, but should you come under legal scrutiny at
some point, you need to be ready to prove that every list member
consented to be on the list. With the possibility of someone using
someone elses mailing adress, this proof is only truly possible if you had
people affirm their sign-up after entering their data – by clicking a link in a
mail sent to them right after sign-up.

4. Transatlantic Data Security
With an invalidation of the Privacy Shield Framework, there is no binding
legal framework for US companies to share common data security
standards with European players, making them a persistent legal threat
to their transatlantic partners. In a piece of good news, the Trans-Atlantic
Data Privacy Framework is coming to replace it. It has been agreed
upon by March 2022, is now being translated into legal texts and will
become operational (8) around the end of 2022.

Actually, this is not only about legal trends. Curious customers increasingly
have questions about corporate responsibility around these topics. It’s
better to be fully aligned with these trends, social and legal, and then build on
a stable base you have safely covered.

17
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How we do it?
You might have guessed it: Our work is fully gdpr-compliant.

Especially after the Privacy Shield invalidation, we made an effort to plug
every possible legal leak we found by consulting a lawyer and the legal
support teams of some companies we work with.

1. Un-google Your Analytics
We use a tool that allows you to track and analyse everything you need to
gain enlightening insight into how users interact with your page – while
being fully compliant to privacy laws around the world. It’s like Google
Analytics with privacy at heart.

2. New Lead Magnets
In response to the coupling ban for lead magnets, you have two options:

1. Go simple
Let people sign up to your list out of… interest in your newsletter.
Crazy, right? True, it’s often less of a list size, but it’s full of truly
interested people – not unqualified leads from your magnets with your
mails ending up in spam folders.

2. Smartly adapt
You still want to build your list in exchange for your knowledge,
despite the changed rules? Educate and build trust with mind-
changing and skill-building email courses. Create a sequence and
deliver true value… be compelling the right way.

3. Double Opt-In
Of course, list building will run through a double-opt-in-process with us,
documented digitally with date and stamp to verify the legal status of your
list at any time. That’s a figure of speech, there is no stamp. We don’t
stamp our screens at Growintoflow… that would be awkward.
Still legal, tho.

18
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4. Transatlantic Data Security
Now about the Trans-Atlantic Data Privacy Framework: Before you can
trust the legal security of finalized regulations, we use standard contract
clauses with US partners to declare a data security standard beyond
actively binding legal frameworks. This isn’t legally secure to the same
degree as a transatlantic agreement would be, but it’s a good interim
solution, lowering the threat of any future legal action significantly.

Finally, the cherry on our data privacy cake: Our privacy policy solution for
you will automatically update itself when new changes in law arrive – all
run by a trusted lawyer who makes himself liable for these legal texts on your
website, taking the full risk should he make a mistake.

Executive Summary #6

Find an agency that knows about current legal frameworks and which tools
they are allowed to use.
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Do they run a fair pricing model?
Cost estimates can make sense in some circumstances, save time and
energy and be applied with a straight spine.

They contractually define a percentage to which the final price could exceed
the agreed on price, allowing an agency to bill you as soon as there is a
scope extension – without any renegotiation or consultation. The
problem? Let’s take a quick detour.

Do you remember the Accenture lawsuit from the start? Many pieces of the
lawsuit were about violating absolute baby agency basics that would blow
this guide out of proportion, so we didn’t include them.

But now the time has come – three tales from Hertz’ Accenture adventure1:

1. Accenture was paid to create responsive designs across all device sizes.
Well, guess what? They didn’t. They built responsive designs only for small
and large devices and plainly left out the medium range for iPads. When
called upon, they demanded hundreds of thousands of dollars more to
deliver on a basic requirement they already had been paid for.

2. They were required to deliver an interactive visual style guide in order to
give developers a chance to build on their work, but they repeatedly
produced a static PDF version. When called upon, they again demanded
hundreds of thousands of dollars more to deliver on an already
paid order.

3. The go-live date was postponed three times before the project was
cancelled – with 32 million dollars sunk for Hertz. When postponing the
first time from December 2017 to January 2018, they promised that Hertz
would not be responsible for the added costs. Well, they later charged
Hertz for those costs.

Actually, this isn’t fully representative of cost estimates. Accenture charges for
work already paid and just framed it as scope extension, but you can still
gauge the spirit: Is this about selling or serving?

How do they just violate basic business principles and get away with it, would
there be no lawsuit?
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And where does their power to do so lie? The answer is part contract and
part psychology:

• Cost estimates
This way of structuring costs seems to often invite agencies to think more
about how to get more money out of their deals and less about how to
serve best. And they can legally do so – you agreed to it, contractually.
Accenture even stretched this boundary some more, demanding additional
fees for work that they had already been paid for.

• Sunk Cost Fallacy
We can only assume that an agency as big as Accenture has learned
somewhere along the way that they have a certain power over clients
that they could abuse. Having paid half up front, how likely are you to
just pull out when your agency suddenly turns greedy and obnoxious?

This combination of contractual freedom and psychological pressure is quite
an opportunity for agencies aiming to drain you of money. After being double-
billed for millions of dollars, did Hertz at least get the required results from
Accenture?

You would hope so, right? No, they had to expend a few more million to have
the damage undone by another agency, while their business took a hit.

»Despite having received tens of millions of dollars in fees, Accenture
never delivered a usable website or mobile apps. To the contrary, simply
completing the project – which required identifying and remediating the
defects in Accenture’s work and the development of functionality that
Accenture was supposed to deliver but could not – required Hertz to
expend more than $10 million in additional fees [for another agency].
Worse, Accenture’s failure to timely deliver the website and apps for
which it was so generously paid has caused Hertz to lose millions of
dollars in revenue in a tremendously competitive industry.«

– From the lawsuit1
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How do we do it?
Instead of vague cost estimates, we like to work with a clearly defined
scope and deliverables at a fixed price.

That doesn’t mean it’s cheap. We are aware of doing good work and our own
wish to see changemakers thrive has brought us to work overtime before, so
we have learned to charge fair prices.

Should you prefer cheap work for a cheap price, fiverr.com could be the right
URL to enter. Quality work raises quality prices, but you will never find us
just billing you for something that you already paid for or never approved of.
We’re more into honest scope extension and renegotiation should we need it.

Let’s all keep a straight spine. The money tunnel vision has wrecked this
planet enough, time for something else.

Executive Summary #7

Find an agency that doesn't run on exploding costs as soon as you have a
contract – and instead chooses fair play with fair pay.
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Do you carry all the risk?
That’s a quick one and rather straight forward: Does your agency deliver any
kind of guarantee?

If the answer is no: Think twice. If all of the risk is on you, they are probably
not confident enough in their product to hand you one of the pillars of
sincere customer-centric marketing: A risk reversal.

Ask yourself (or them) why.

How do we do it?
Our pledge is to surpass industry standards. Before we publish, should you
sincerely feel like you have misplaced your time and money with us, you will
get a full 100% refund.

While we can’t possibly expect to always have the first idea to immediately
resonate with you, we can be confident that by iterating and testing over time,
we will reach a point of delight.

Executive Summary #8

Find an agency that is willing to take some degree of risk from you.
If they aren’t, look elsewhere.
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Does it feel right?
What to look for in order to assess wether you’ll get a fair deal, true
dedication to the task at hand and performant results that were a lot of fun to
produce?

Sharing a mission with intristic motivation

Let’s take Accenture one more time, shall we?

They don’t really seem to have a mission of their own, habitually advancing
Big Oils business and even writing an article10 on how »the industry needs to
strengthen its resilience and relevance in a fast-changing energy world«, kindly
trying to help out with »six priority actions [that] will help oil and gas
companies become stronger, more agile, and more responsive to global
circumstances«.

Is that their mission – or does the draw of money make people
talk in certain ways?

Do you really want to work with an agency with a portfolio full of Big Oil
polluters, a backwards car industry and health-wrecking fast-food
chains? Is that where your company logo should appear next to?

And would you trust them to truly get your dedication to a circular economy,
regenerative agriculture or blockchain-enabled decentralized governance?

What we’re saying here: If you’re the mission-driven type, aim to have this
trait met. It will significantly increase the likelihood that you will feel
represented by your website, that your work is actually being understood and
communicated well.
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What does your gut say?

Apart from matters of integrity and understanding, there’s a simple heuristic
about client-agency-collaboration: If it's hard in the beginning, it will be
hard in the end.

Can you pick up on some early signals that the collaboration might get
stressful later? Do you feel cared for or preyed upon?

Is this about selling or serving?

Don’t try to turn a blind eye and hope for the best. Apply some scrutiny now,
gauge peoples mindset and integrity, act accordingly and thank yourself later.

Ask yourself: Do you want to have it done badly multiple times or get it
right once?

How do we do it?

We want to…
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It’s simple: If you’re not playing on the right side of history, we won’t support
you with our work. Marketing is the gatekeeper to commercial success.
Commercial success in turn is a key driver of true change beyond lip
service, polls and petitions.

We can’t let this opportunity slip. By making bad actors shine, as we would
not only corrupt ourselves but also the world our kids will live in.

Knowing the implications for future generations, we are dedicated to see (and
make) healthy trends win fast. Our time on this planet is limited, our everyday
actions significant and we can’t bring ourselves to waste our time and
expertise on anything less than a good deal for everyone.

Executive Summary #9

Find an agency that you share a mission with and that feels right to you.
Listen to your gut.
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Next steps
We’re on the same page?

Great, we invite you to book a free 45-minute strategy session with us.
Relax, this is not a sales call. There’s no obligation to book any of our
services, we are happy to just give directions without you spending a penny.

Why are we doing this? We are confident to organically win clients this way,
without any obnoxious hard sell. But should you turn out to be interested in
hiring us, you will get a price range in this call.

Have you checked the date lately? It’s the 21st century. Most likely, your
website is the most important asset in your business. If you read this
guide out of a nagging suspicion that your website could do better, think
twice about skipping this offer.

Now, we are willing to give freely, but we are not willing to be your
procratination session. Before you claim your free strategy session you must
understand that this is only for people determined to grow their business
and set it up for long term success.

REACH OUT TO:

Eric Merlin Bola

Founding Partner & Marketing Director
Growintoflow OU

merlin@growintoflow.com
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Resources
1. Accenture lawsuit

https://regmedia.co.uk/2019/04/23/hertz-accenture-website.pdf

2. Wordpress market share is 43%
https://kinsta.com/wordpress-market-share

3. Webflow
https://webflow.com

4. Google Page Speed & Bounce Rate
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/marketing-strategies/app-and-
mobile/mobile-page-speed-new-industry-benchmarks/

5. Biggest GDPR penalties
https://dataprivacymanager.net/5-biggest-gdpr-fines-so-far-2020/

6. Google Analytics outlawed in France
https://matomo.org/blog/2022/02/france-google-analytics-gdpr-breach/

7. GDPR Article 7
https://gdpr-info.eu/art-7-gdpr/

8. TADPF operational by end of 2022
https://cookie-script.com/knowledge-base/eu-us-privacy-
shield-framework

9. Nielsen-Norman-Group Iterative Testing
https://www.nngroup.com/articles/why-you-only-need-to-test-
with-5-users/

10. Accenture consulting Big Oil on their future
https://www.accenture.com/us-en/insights/energy/ukraine-oil-gas
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About Growintoflow
Growintoflow is a digital marketing agency with a mission to scale sustainable
innovation. We want to see changemakers win.

As you read this, the founders are travelling Latin America to find calm places
with a good connection, settle for a while and get to work. We try to get
closer to nature as an inspiration for our work. Few things represent raw
natural force and stimulate awe like volcanoes do.

This yearning made us build our business around remote work and leave
Germany in 2021. Client feedback says that this was the right move for us:
“Central America does you good, guys.”

Germany still wants to send us letters in paper. Estonia in turn aims to “end
bureaucracy” and offers eResidencies, building an infrastructure for
international players to scale their digital business. This is why we have
chosen to register a new business there.

As much as we would like to receive your handwritten letters, email works
best to get in touch with us. Should you find a bug in this guide, please send
us a mail and we’ll fix it as quickly as we can. Nothing is too big or too small
to tell us about at agencyguide@growintoflow.com
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